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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Bill Wilson

Szervusz! I’m going to be short and sweet this issue and once again ask anyone out there if
they would consider volunteering for the position of Vice-President. If I don’t get any responses after
this issue I believe I’m going to have to take extreme measures and drive to your house and wait at
your front door until you volunteer. :o)
The other major note is that we will not be represented this year at the APS Show in Virginia
as we will not have sufficient board members to achieve a quorum at our annual meeting. We may
have to tele-conference the meeting which may be something new but an easier way for us to communicate more often than just once a year.
As always, “keep bélyegezni” / keep stampin’ & Volna egy szép nyári este…
P.S.: I hope some of you are getting the Hungarian quotes I have been inserting in my letters
to all of you. My goal is to get everyone fluent in Hungarian by the end of my tenure as your president which might be sooner than later. :o)


KUDOS & WELCOME
Congratulations to our exhibitors! Robert Morgan received a gold medal at the London
2010 International Stamp Exhibition for his exhibit, Hungary: Hyperinflation 1945-1946. Lyman
Caswell received vermeil medals at the Rocky Mountain Stamp Show and at PIPEX for his exhibit,
The First Postage Dues of Hungary, 1903-1922.
Welcome to our newest members: Mr. John Fejszes of Lansing, MI; Mr. Robert Lauer of
Ottawa, Canada; and Mr. Jim Riggen of Joplin, MO.


IN MEMORIAM
Leslie S. Ettre (1922 - 2010)
Mr. Ettre passed away at the age of 87 on June 1, 2010. He was born
September 16, 1922 in Hungary relocating to Norwalk in 1958. Dr. Ettre
graduated from the Technical University of Budapest with a doctorate in
chemical engineering. He held positions as a chemical engineer, department head, and senior scientist, specializing in Gas Chromatography. He
spent the majority of his career as a Senior Scientist with Perkin-Elmer.
Dr. Ettre was a Senior Lecturer and Adjunct Professor at several universities; Veszprém University, Budapest Hungary, the University of Houston,
TX, Johannes Kepler University, Linz Austria, and Yale University, New
Haven. He received numerous honors and awards for his professional accomplishments. Dr. Ettre authored close to 300 scientific publications, 20
books, edited and co-edited dozens more, and was a member of many professional chemical societies.
Dr. Ettre was a life-member of SHP, a Society that he helped to organize in 1969. He was a
prolific writer of philatelic articles for the newsletter, a periodical that he helped to edit on and off.
He authored several monographs, including the book on his collecting specialty, the hotel posts of
Transylvania. He promoted the collection of stamps related to Hungary, the Magyars or their history
and culture under the topic of Hungarica. Our condolences go out to his family.
Mihály Nádas
We received word that Mr. Nádas of Missisauga, Ontario passed away recently. Mr. Nádas
joined SHP in 1986; but, at the time of his death, he was no longer a member.
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OBLITERATIONS AND THEIR ABSENCE: Elaborations, Emendations, Extensions (Part 3)
by Alan Soble

Left: A lacy masculine obliteration. Center: a candid absence of an obliteration (Hungary Sc C181, MP 1591
[1958]). Right: on the verge of a severely painful feminine obliteration (Hungary Sc C33, MP 542 [1933]).

Throughout the first two parts of “Obliterations and Their Absence: The Prolonged Fate of
Post-WWI Hungarian Postmarks,”31 I proposed hypotheses, provided evidence for them, and raised
some questions. In this essay, which is an update (and more) on my research in this area, I elaborate,
emend, and extend my earlier hypotheses, evidence, and questions. This installment contains several
small surprises. It also contains one large surprise: I reveal the identity of the post-WWI country (and
government) that is responsible for the most effective obliteration of the crown of St. Stephen from
Hungarian cancellers.
I. DEFINITIONS
I must confess to having used, in Parts I and II, the word “obliteration” either (at worst) incorrectly or (at best) loosely. One dictionary (and others agree) defines “obliterate,” the verb, this way:
“to make undecipherable or imperceptible by obscuring or wearing away.”32 The central idea is that
an obliteration “extirpates,” “obfuscates,” or (totally) “obscures” its target. None of the overprinted
stamps and post cards that I displayed in Parts I and II achieves this effect completely. To be a proper
obliteration, nothing must remain of the obliteration’s target.
Consider, for example, the four overprinted stamps in Figure 40. Only the stamp on the far
right comes close to having a completely obscured target. The three other overprints allow their royal
subjects to remain visible, even if murkily. As the aristocrats are breathing their last breaths, the attention of prying eyes is drawn to their countenances by arresting shapes of black and red. One of my
points in Parts I and II was that the post-WW1 Romanian and Croatian postal services, in particular,
mightily attempted to obliterate every vestige of the Hungarian origin of their postal stationery but
ultimately failed, thereby creating what I christened “ideologically incongruous” postal and philatelic
items.

Figure 40. The two stamps on the left: a portrait of King Peter II (on Yugoslavia ScCl 144 [green] and 147
[brown], issued in 1939) is partially obscured by WW2 Croatian (“The Independent State of Hrvatska”) overprints. On the right, Queen Wilhelmina of The Netherlands (on Netherland Indies ScC 233 [1941] & 176
[1934]) is partially obscured, on the 10c red-orange, by both Japanese and later (1945) Indonesian overprints
and, on the 20c plum, is nearly fully obliterated by a dark red Indonesian sun-like solid circle.
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An outstanding example of Croatian failure is shown in Figure 41. An uncountable (even if
you are not lazy) number of tiny black-inked circles, fashioned into blocks of different shapes and
sizes, cover much of this leftover Hungarian tábori post card that was called into service as late — after the end of the war — as January 17, 1921. A remnant of the crown of St. Stephen, which had
been an ornament on the original tábori post card, can be seen (better with magnification) behind the
“Kraljevstvo/SHS” overprint in the top right area of the card, and words of the Hungarian language
are visible through the two black blocks under “Dopisnica.” Further, the card was postmarked (in
Zemun) by a Hungarian canceller, whose crown of St. Stephen can be detected by the naked eye. The
card, then, is ideologically incongruous. The inset image of Figure 41 is an earlier Hungarian postmark of the same type but which includes both town names, Zimony and Zemun (the exonym is followed by a hyphen and then the endonym).33 Putting the exonym first, the name given to the town by
the nation of domination, was common. I will illustrate and discuss other bilingual cancels below.

Figure 41. Overprinted Hungarian tábori post card used in Zemun as a regular post card, cancelled 921 JAN
17 (the Hungarian date format) and sent to Köflach in Steiermark, Deutsch-Österreich (the name, from November 1918 through 1921, of what remained of the Austrian part of the empire). “Zemun” is the autonym of the
Croatian town “Zimony” (in Szerém megye). Inset: a 5-fillér green Turul postmarked “Zimony-Zemun,” dated
911 APR 13; the stamp franked a “Fröhes Osterfest” (Happy Easter) picture card sent to Szolnok (spelled
“Szólnok” in the address).

Figure 42. “Flag” (1959) by Jasper Johns. Graphite pencil and
graphite wash on paper, 11 x 15 5/8".

By contrast, examine (hyperbolically: what is there to examine? It’s in b/w, but it looks much
the same in color) the work of art shown in Figure 42, “Flag” by the American artist Jasper Johns (b.
1930). Johns produced many U.S. flag art pieces (some also called “Flag”) in different media (e.g.,
paint, charcoal). If you didn’t know the name of this piece and that Johns produced a series of flags
(so you didn’t know what to expect or look for), you might not recognize the U.S. flag, underneath
the black surface, that Johns, making a political statement, deliberately (and almost totally) obliterated. (I’ve been pointing out visual obliterations, but I find no reason why, in principle, there shouldn’t
also be olfactory, tactile, and auditory obliterations.)
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I’ve been discussing only the extent and success of masculine obliterations, which are carried
out by covering the target, like chocolate icing spread over a lemon cake. Another type of obliteration, the feminine, is accomplished by removing the target, leaving an empty space or one filled with
a different design (“castration” might be apt). An excellent example, which I showed in Part I (in
Figure 3; see also Figure 43), is the hole left in the 1956 Hungarian flag after the Communist shield
was excised. (A philatelic example is Part I, Figure 2, middle.) In theory, a feminine obliteration
could be as complete or incomplete as a masculine obliteration, depending on whether, after the excision, nothing at all is left of the target or some of the target remains (perhaps distorted). 34 More difficult to discern is an absence of an obliteration. In this case a potential or candidate target has not
been altered, neither by being scribbled over nor by being sliced away. Hence there is nothing physical to latch on to in identifying an absent obliteration. Studying the masculine and feminine obliteration of adhesives and postal stationery is especially engaging in the context of widespread political
and geographical upheavals. (I’ve been studying the Hapsburg Empire and Central Europe in roughly
the four-year period after WW1; at the end of Part II, I suggested that other locations and periods also
deserve study.) But paying attention also to the absence of obliteration is a central part of this project
— that is, neither a masculine nor feminine obliteration occurs even though cogent reasons exist for
expecting an obliteration.

Figure 43. An American Hungarian Federation cinderella, showing the feminine obliteration of the flag.

All three phenomena — masculine obliteration, feminine obliteration, and the absence of
obliteration — are capable of generating another manifestation of vast political and geographical
changes: “ideologically incongruous” postal and philatelic specimens, by which I mean covers, post
cards, and stamps that exhibit conflicting ideological pictorial and linguistic symbols. Think about
(to utilize a tame analogy) someone wearing a tee-shirt on which a (Thomas Nast) elephant is displayed at the same time that he is wearing a hat prominently displaying a (Thomas Nast) donkey.
You can understand, then, why I suggested in Part I that “schizophrenic” was not an altogether unsuitable description of ideologically incongruous items. Another viable contender is Csaba Kohalmi’s “oxymoronic.” In any event, the stamps in Figure 44 are surely ideologically odd, even if in
a humorous way. On these stamps, Nazi German and Communist USSR imagery compete with each
other for the audience’s attention. Taking a contemporary look back at 1945, a Hitler head being
overprinted with a hammer-and-sickle is an exquisite irony.35 One might here recall “Meet the new
boss, same as the old boss” (Pete Townshend, “Won’t Get Fooled Again”).

Figure 44. Left: A Bohemia-Moravia stamp, already
ideologically compromised (insofar as it marks a
fraudulent German-Czech alliance), overprinted with
the USSR’s hammer-and-sickle lying inside an empty
star. Right: A Hitler head (Germany ScC 521, deep
blue-green) overprinted with a solid star and an
inkless hammer-and-sickle (one image is the negative
of the other). The overprinted words suggest that the
stamp was a local issue; “Svitavy” is the Czech autonym for the town Zwittau (the German exonym).
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II. METHODOLOGY and HYPOTHESES
One hypothesis I advanced in Parts I and II is that a commonsensical explanation of postWW1 postal history in the several regions of the chopped-up Hapsburg Empire is either wrong or only part of the story. That explanation for the existence of various postal history oddities invokes postWW1 disorganization and confusion, along with a lack of resources. This approach merely brushes
off a plethora of curious postal items as the uninteresting natural and expectable effluvia of war. In
other words, chaos breeds chaos, and chaos neither requires nor admits of an explanation. But, I propose, ideological incongruity and the presence or absence of obliterations are postal and philatelic
phenomena that demand a deeper exploration involving psychological, cultural, ethnic, nationalistic,
geographical, and political factors. While the commonsensical explanation sees these various items
of postal history as unexceptional, I begin with the contrary assumption that these postal history phenomena are prima facie mysterious, but systematically so, and hence comprehensible by more specific explanations than “chaos breeds chaos.” Such is my methodological commitment. The methodology does not permit us to plead “chaos,” the way that modern science long ago exorcised unpredictable, unknowable spirits from its ontology.
Consider, for example, the five smudged, ugly stamps in Figure 45. These specimens do not
look sufficiently good for an album; they are either uncollectible or collectible only as “the freaks of
chaos.” The unused, overprinted Hitler head is bruised by an indistinct fingerprint, as if it has been
handled by a child with dirty hands. The cancels on three stamps are, we think, overinked and, for
that reason, boring. The last stamp has a useless cancel that provides no information. The stamps, apparently, have nothing in common except being space fillers. It is plausible, however, that these five
ugly critters are genuine (and hence stunning) examples of intentional obliteration. The fingerprinted
Hitler is evidence that the official diagonal overprint “Österreich” did not (in someone’s mind: a postal worker, the stamp’s owner, or his child) adequately obscure der ex-Führer; an extra smattering of
ink, no matter how quickly, sloppily, surreptitiously, or even proudly deposited, was required to pick
up the slack. Some informally obliterated Hitler heads were postally used (see Figure 46 below and
the image accompanying note 27 of Part II). Indeed, the additional blob-of-ink obliterations on the
four stamps in Figure 47 were likely applied by a single hand-made cork canceller that served both as
a supplemental cancelling device and as an instrument of political or nationalistic fervor, or crude
Austrian self-defense and a postal apology to the world. (On such cancels, see Mi, p. 94.)

Figure 45. Clockwise, starting at the upper left: Austria Sc 392 (May 1945), Mi 662 (from Germany, ScC 511
[1941, red]); Hungary Sc 112, MP 218 (1916, blue); Fiume ScCl 86, SG 131 (1920, green); Czechoslovakia
ScC 5, SG 9 (1918, blue); Czechoslovakia ScC 3, SG 5 (red).
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Figure 46. Austria Sc 392, Mi 662 (May 1945, red-orange),
cancelled June 6, 1945. Austria had earlier severed itself from
Germany (April 1945); Hitler died by his own hand April 30,
1945; V-E Day was May 8, 1945.

Figure 47. Left to right: Austria Sc
393 (red), 392 (red), 391 (purple),
and 390 (green); Mi 663, 662, 661,
660; all cancelled “Wien,” June 25,
1945.

Figure 48. (on the right) A blue 12-fillér Turul cancelled “Fiume,”
September 28, 1911 (the image has been desaturated).

The other four stamps of Figure 45, once they are placed in the proper context, rise from the
status of schmutz or dreck and come to play leading roles in the explanations already offered in Parts I
and II. The war-time Harvester, with a partial Pöstyén cancel36 (in Nyitra megye, now Slovakia; the
autonym is “Piešťany”), provides some evidence for the hypothesis that the crown of St. Stephen was
subversively obliterated not only after the war, when various parts of the Kingdom gained their independence, but also (in those parts) before or during the war. The evidence provided earlier was Figure 29 in Part II, which displays a damaged crown of St. Stephen in a Fiume cancel on a Turul, dated
either 1905 or 1915. In Figure 48, there is a 1911 example, also from Fiume, of a damaged crown of
St. Stephen on a Hungarian Turul. A different phenomenon is illustrated by the Fiume stamp in Figure 45, postmarked with a Hungarian canceller as late as October 1921. The date format is no longer
Hungarian and the crown of St. Stephen has been eliminated in favor of a series of vertical bars, yet
this postal item is still ideologically incongruous: an indigenous Fiume canceller was not used on its
own emission. The cancel on the Czechoslovakian 25 haleru Hradčany in Figure 45 exhibits a masculine obliteration that is hardly obvious. Like your examination of Jasper Johns’ “Flag,” if you did
not know what to look for, you would miss the significance of the small, solid, semi-circular patches
of purple ink on the edge of the stamp. Similarly, you would barely take a second look (in Figure 45)
at the emptiness on the 10 haleru Hradčany. Later I will make the point, and illustrate this observation, that these distinct Czech styles of the obliteration of Austrian cancellers which had been used in
Bohemia, Moravia, and Eastern (Austrian) Silesia, was not replicated in the Slovakian portion of the
newly-formed country. In Slovakia we find a surprising lack of subversion as indicated by the absence of the sort of canceller obliterations that we find in other parts of what had been the Hapsburg
Empire.37 Perhaps, however, it is actually the absence of obliterations in Slovakia, as well as their absence in Romania, that resulted from subversion. To substantiate this thesis would require a comprehensive account of post-WW1 cancels in different parts of the empire.
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As I remarked in Part I, understanding Hungarian postal history is not possible unless the
postal history of nearby regions in the Hapsburg Empire is also examined. 38 The sections in this installment roughly follow the section order of Parts I and II: Romania, Czechoslovakia, Fiume, and
then Yugoslavia (Croatia). This time, however, the section after Yugoslavia is devoted to Hungary.
Again, there is a Postscript (Appendix) on various matters, and an Intermezzo, between the sections
on Romania and Czechoslovakia, on some related Visszatért postal items. (The Visszatért period was
itself an intermezzo.)
III. ROMANIA39
Several things are significant about the postal history of post-war Romania in the lost areas
(including but not limited to the Erdély) of Nagymagyarország. First, Hungarian cancellers were
used throughout this region profusely after the war, and their use continued well into 1922. In this
regard, Romania is similar to Slovakia. Second, I have found very little tampering with or defacing
of the crown of St. Stephen in Hungarian cancellers used in the few years after the war. In this regard, too, Romania is similar to Slovakia. Third, I am not aware of any attempt of the Romanian
postal administration to put bilingual cancellers into use, so that envelopes and cards originating in
the rearranged geopolitical areas would show both the Romanian town names (the post-war autonyms) and the Hungarian town names (the post-war exonyms). Romania is also similar to Slovakia
in this regard or, perhaps, more consistently monolingual.
The argument is that post-war disorganization and lack of resources do not explain the continued use of Hungarian cancellers. A lack of resources is undermined as an explanation by the fact
that while Hungarian cancellers were still being used in many towns, these towns also had Romanianname cancellers. Further, Romania was churning out plenty of different stamps right after the war.
The fact that the use of Hungarian cancellers occurred as late as 1922 is not consistent with a “chaos”
explanation. The late date of usage is more consistent with Hungarian postal workers deliberately
continuing to use the cancellers (perhaps against postal regulations), especially in those towns that
had large Hungarian populations. In this way, the absence of the obliteration of the crown of St. Stephen constituted ideological subversion. The suggestion that small towns, in particular, continued to
use old Hungarian cancellers because they were the last to receive new ones, is plausible.40 But there
are too many counterexamples: Brassó (Braşov), for one. I agree that it would be worthwhile to conduct a study that attempts to correlate how often and for how many years Hungarian cancellers were
used, on the one side, with the size of the town and the percent of the population that was Hungarian,
on the other. Such a study might find that the smaller the town, or the larger a town’s Hungarian
population, was positively correlated with the frequency and longevity of Hungarian cancellers. Or it
might not. In any event, the hypothesis would be difficult to test. For one thing, could it be verified
that a given selection of Hungarian cancels on Romanian (or Slovakian) stamps or covers was a representative sample?

Figure 49. Left: An attached pair of green
Romania ScCl 276, SG 627 (1920-1926),
cancelled “Mehádia,” 922 JAN 30. Right: A
dull red Romania ScCl 227, SG 547 (1918),
cancelled “Aknasugatag,” 19 JUL 921. The
cancel bears the crown of St. Stephen; the
date format is Romanian.

Let us look at, I admit, a questionably representative collection of Hungarian cancels on Romanian stamps, new examples that were not shown in Part I. In Figure 49, the Mehádia cancel on a
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Romanian stamp carries a late date, January 1922. It is a small town located at the eastern edge of
Bánát. The crown of St. Stephen fully remains and the date format is Hungarian — as if time has
stopped, and nothing has changed after November 3, 1918 or June 4, 1920. On the other Romanian
stamp is an “Aknasugatag” cancel (based on the length of “Ak-” towns listed in MN); the town was
in Máramaros, and its autonym is “Ocna Şugatag.” The date is the medium-late July 19, 1921. Note,
however, that the crown of St. Stephen remains in the cancel even though the date format was
changed from Hungarian to Romanian. Any postal worker conscientious enough to rearrange the date
on the canceller must have surely had the expertise to rid the canceller of the crown. This absence of
an obliteration of the crown, in spite of an obvious opportunity to do so, is suspicious.
Figure 50 shows Hungarian-cancelled Romanian stamps dated 1922. The “Bályok” pair
(Romanian, “Balc,” Bihar megye) was cancelled sometime in March of that year. Bályok was a small
town on the west fringe of the territory Trianonized to Romania, located SE of Debrecen, NE of
Nagyvárad. The other stamp is cancelled “Magyarpécska” (Romanian, “Magyarpecska,” in the
Bánát), also in March of that year (maybe the 9th). It, too, was a small town. These items support the
view that small towns were late in getting Romanian cancellers. But again we run into the problem of
explaining why local postal workers changed the date format from Hungarian to Romanian (and note
the Hungarian “MÁR” in both cancels) but did nothing at all to the rest of the cancellers, in particular
the crown of St. Stephen. Why only a half-assed job in mirroring the current political situation? It
would not have taken much effort or ingenuity to obliterate the crown, as we have already seen and
will see again. Maybe the half-assed job was a compromise orchestrated by a psychological rationalization: keep the crown (because we postal workers are Hungarian) but change the date order (no one
really cares what format is used) to Romanian, with those stubbornly-remaining Hungarian month
abbreviations.

Figure 50. Top left: an attached
pair of red Romania ScCl 257, SG
609 (1919-1922); top right: a green
Romania ScCl 276, SG 627 (19201926) . Bottom: the images desaturated.

Further, the “small town–late canceller” explanation falls apart when we look at Brassó, a
large city in SW Transylvania (Romanian “Braşov”; “Oraşul Stalin” in the decade 1950-1960).41 Examine the cancels in Figure 51. On the left is a pair of the Kolozsvár issue cancelled “Brassó,” 5
MAY 1921 (medium-late), by a Hungarian canceller with the crown of St. Stephen and date format
changed to the Romanian (Hungarian month name). If that is not long enough after the war for you:
the Romanian stamp in the center is cancelled “Brassó,” in 1922 (February, March, April, or September), by a Hungarian canceller also with the crown of St. Stephen and the date format changed to the
Romanian. On the right is another Kolozsvár issue, cancelled “Braşov,” 21 AUG 1919, by a rudimentary indigenous Romanian canceller, with the Romanian date format and without the crown of St.
Stephen. (The empty space in the cancel is provocative; see Figures 46, 64, 85-88.) Between 1919
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and 1922 post offices in Brassó/Braşov were using both Hungarian and Romanian cancellers. Who in
the postal system got to pick and choose? (There’s room for selective subversion here.) Another example is a registered cover, addressed to “Braşov-Brassó,” sent from Budapest (Figures 52, 53, and
54). The cover bears an arriving “Brassó” Hungarian cancel with the crown of St. Stephen — as late
as August 31, 1922.

Figure 51. Top left: Pair of overprinted light brown 2-fillér Harvester, Hungary Sc 5N2, MP 18 (Kolozsvár, 1919-1922); top center: red
Romanian ScCl 257, SG 609 (19191922); top right: overprinted blue
75-fillér Parliament, Hungary Sc
5N11, MP 28 (Kolozsvár). Bottom:
the images desaturated.

Figure 52. Receiving strike on a cover sent from Budapest to Brassó. The canceller used is Hungarian with the crown of St. Stephen. The date format is Romanian; the only legible detail is “31 Aug.” Where does “1922” come from?
See Figures 53 and 54.

Figure 53. The back and franked side of the cover, from Budapest to Brassó, mentioned in the text and caption
to Figure 52. The receiving strike is at the lower right. The six gray stamps in the strip are Hungary Sc 365,
MP 382 (1921-1923). The year date “1922” is found in the Budapest cancels; see Figure 54.
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Figure 54. I can see the date clearly, sitting at my desk with a magnifying glass and flashlight: “922 AUG 28.”

In Part II and earlier in this installment, I discussed and illustrated the occasional damage
done to the crown of St. Stephen in Hungarian cancels (e.g., see above, Figure 48). I wondered why
a lot more of these obliterations didn’t exist, given the nationalistic and ethnic tensions that had existed in the Kingdom of Hungary. In this way, the problem arose of explaining the absence of obliterations. So far, we have seen plenty of ideologically incongruous Romanian stamps cancelled with the
crown of St. Stephen. I have, however, found a few, but only a few, cases of the Romanian obliteration of the crown of St. Stephen. Two were shown in Part II, note 27, and I offer another possible example in Figure 55. The canceller used was Hungarian, but in this case the date format is Romanian,
the town name is Romanian (“Turda,” not “Torda”), and there is no crown of St. Stephen. An empty
space is visible at the usual location of the crown, making this a feminine obliteration. I do not think
that this space was caused by underinking. The town name, the date, and the vertical bars to the right
and left of the empty space are well-inked.42

Figure 55. A pair of dull green Romania ScCl 228, SG 548
(1918), cancelled “Turda” (Hungarian “Torda”) without a
crown of St. Stephen, dated 17 APR 920.43

IV. THE VISSZATÉRT PERIOD
While discussing, in Part I, the postal history of post-war Slovakia, I provided examples of
Hungarian cancels (all with the crown of St. Stephen) on the new Czechoslovakian Hradčany definitives. I mentioned (see note 23) that there was another time when Hungarian cancels could exist on
non-Hungarian stamps: during the Visszatért period, 1938-1945. Most of the Hungarian cancels that
I have seen from this time, however, are on covers franked with Hungarian stamps used in the areas
of Romania, Slovakia, and Yugoslavia that were acquired by (or returned to) Hungary. But, on my
view, in order for a cover to be genuinely ideologically incongruous, (1) the special Visszatért cancels
and ordinary Hungarian cancels must occur on covers that were franked with Romanian, Czechoslovakian, or Yugoslavian stamps, (2) the cancels must tie the non-Hungarian stamps to the cover, and,
perhaps, (3) the “foreign” stamps should pay part of the postage. Using the first two criteria, I have
been able to put together from my collection only a few examples of this phenomenon (although I recently saw a half-dozen more offered on eBay).
In Figure 56 we see a cover (cropped) sent from Kolozsvár (Cluj) in returned-Romania to
Zalaszántó in Hungary. The three cancels on this mixed franking cover include the crown of St. Stephen and the Hungarian date format (40 IX 26), and they tie two profiles of King Carol II to the cover. The only thing that would prevent this cover from being perfectly or genuinely ideologically incongruous, in my opinion, would be that the postage fee was paid entirely by the Hungarian adhesive
and the two Romanian stamps were merely sardonically ornamental. If so, were they favor cancelled?
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Figure 56. Cover sent from Kolozsvár to Zalaszántó, 40 IX 26, franked
with two copies of black Romania
ScC 446, SG 829 (1935-1940), and
a purple Hungary Sc 540, MP 634
(1939).

This is the sole Romanian cover I have that satisfies criteria (1) and (2) stated above. 44 I have
three, possibly genuine, ideologically incongruous Slovakian Visszatért covers (shown in Figures 57,
58, and 59; all are cropped) — more precisely, covers from the Slovakian part of Czechoslovakia dated November 1938, within two or three weeks after the First Vienna Award of southern Slovakian
territory to Hungary (November 2, 1938) and before the rest of Slovakia, in 1939, became independent and soon a puppet state and protectorate of Germany. The cover in Figure 57 is franked only with
Czechoslovakian stamps, which must have paid the postage to Budapest. The other two Slovakian
covers are mixed frankings and raise the issue of whether the postage fee was paid in part by the
Czechoslovakian stamps. Note that the cover in Figure 59 is an especially ugly specimen.45 I do not
have any Yugoslavian covers that satisfy the two criteria, although Figure 60 shows Hungarian favor
cancels applied in Zenta (Vojvodina) to Yugoslavian stamps stuck on lined tablet paper.

Figure 57. Cover sent from Kassa to Budapest, cancelled with a special Visszatért cancel and an ordinary
cancel dated 38 XI 11 (Hungarian format), including the crown of St. Stephen; franked with a gutter pair of
deep blue-green Czechoslovakia ScCl 250, SG 389 (July 1938; it depicts St. Elizabeth’s Cathedral in
“Košice”). Noteworthy is the overprint in the gutter: “Ismét magyarok vagyunk!” (Once again we are
Hungarians!) ScCl mentions the “Wird Sind Frei!” overprints (see Part I, note 20), but not this one. The other
stamp is a green Czechoslovakia ScCl C10, SG 309 (1930).46 /Editor’s note: The current consensus amongst
philatelists is that these covers, all addressed in the same handwriting, were philatelic creations, favor
cancelled on a hand-back basis, and NOT sent to Budapest via the mail./
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Figure 58. Cover sent from “the Wednesday market on the Danube,” Dunaszerdahely (née Dunajská Streda),
to “Dr. Gál János” in Pannonhalma, Hungary, cancelled with a special Visszatért cancel and an ordinary
cancel dated 38 XI 18 (Hungarian format), including the crown of St. Stephen; franked with red Czechoslovakia
ScCl 154, SG 283 (1929-1937; the coat of arms) and purple Hungary ScCl 511, MP 582 (January 1, 1938).

Figure 59. Cover sent from Kassa to
Bratislava (not in Slovakian Visszatért territory), cancelled with a special Visszatért cancel and an ordinary cancel, dated 38 XI 14 (Hungarian format), including the crown
of St. Stephen; franked with (left to
right) Czechoslovakia ScCl 250
(blue-green), 212 (red), and 249
(blue-green); SG 389, 345, and 388.
The Hungarian stamp is ScCl 511,
MP 582.

Figure 60. King Peter II on 1939-1940 Yugoslavia
ScCl 151 (purple) and 144 (green); cancelled with a
Visszatért canceller and an ordinary canceller, dated 41 IV 25 (Hungarian format), including the
crown of St. Stephen.
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NOTES
31. “Obliterations and Their Absence: The Prolonged Fate of Post-WWI Hungarian Postmarks (Part
I),” The News of Hungarian Philately 40:1 (January-March, 2009), 17-32; “Obliterations and Their
Absence (Part II),” The News of Hungarian Philately 40:2 (April-June, 2009), 3-11. Reprinted,
corrected, in Stamps of Hungary (UK), no. 178 (September, 2009), 11-28; and Stamps of Hungary,
no. 179 (December, 2009), 10-22. Figure and note numbers in this essay continue from the final
numbers in Part II. Reference works consulted include the Scott Combined Edition of 1945 (abbreviated ScC); the Scott Catalogue of 2007 (Sc); the Scott Classic Specialized of 2007 (ScCl); the
Stanley Gibbons’ Centenary Edition (Whole World) of 1940 (SG); Magyar Neve, 1990 (MN); the
2008 edition of the Magyar Posta- és Illetékbélyegek Katalógusa (MP); Simády Béla, A Magyar
Díjjegyes Postai Nyomtatványok Katalógusa, 1867-1982 (Sim); and the Michel OsterreichSpezial-Katalog of 2000 (Mi). The statue shown on the center stamp at the beginning of this essay is
named “Maneken Pis” by MP (p. 102). The Dutch title (which Wikipedia says should be spelled
“Manneken Pis”) means “little man [or “boy”] urinating.”
32. Merriam-Webster, 11th Collegiate edition (2006). An online dictionary gives: “To do away
with completely so as to leave no trace.” It was therefore fascinating (for me) to discover that the
French philatelic term for a cancel or postmark is “oblitération” and that a European eBay category is
“Timbres>France>Oblitérés.” Csaba Kohalmi reminded me that even among English-speaking philatelists, “obliteration” is often used to mean “postal cancel” or “postmark.” For example, in postWW1 Czechoslovakia, “The system of using bilingual obliteration as had been practiced under the
Austrian regime was now reversed” (J. J. Lowrey, “Transition Postmarks of Czecho-Slovakia,”
Czechoslovakian Specialist II, no. 2 [February, 1940], p. 4). My view is that this philatelic use of
“obliteration” is inaccurate, because cancels hardly ever (if ever) fully obscure their targets. But incomplete (and hence imperfect) obliterations in my sense should also be called pene-, pseudo-, semi-,
or quasi-obliterations. I also apologize for my having wrongly using “diacritical” as a noun; it is an
adjective.
33. In this essay, the useful terms “endonym,” “autonym,” and “exonym” are finally used. Consider
a country or region X; natives of X use their own names for the country and for the counties and
towns in it. These names are known as endonyms or autonyms. People who live in another country
Y, when they speak about country X, often use a different name (sometimes similar, sometimes not)
for X; these are exonyms. MN provides lists of Hungarian exonyms for towns in Slovakia, Austria,
Croatia, and so forth. It also provides the endonyms employed by Slovakians, Austrians, Croatians,
and so forth. Even though “endonym” and “autonym” are synonymous, I prefer “autonym” (for an
obvious semantic reason, its affinity with “autonomous”) when speaking about a country or region
that has recently achieved its independence (for example, the parts of the Kingdom of Hungary that
were Trianonized — pronounced with emphasis on the “an” — after WW1).
34. Csaba Kohalmi brought to my attention a Hungarian post card that exhibits both a masculine and
a feminine obliteration: the 1969 card that commemorates “100 Years of the Postcard.” The masculine obliteration of the Franz Josef indicium is not
clearly visible in the (brown) illustration of the card
in Sim (shown here; see Figure 189, chapter 5, p.
100), but is obvious on the (green) post card itself
(shown cropped).
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The feminine obliteration was the omission of the coat-of-arms from the original card (under the arc
of “Levelezési lap”). Curiously, in the same year that the Hungarian Communists celebrated yet doubly obliterated this post card, they also celebrated the post card without any obliterations: see the
stamp Hungary Sc 2004, MP 2600. This stamp and the post card being commemorated are shown in
my essay “Caps, Hyphens, Dots, and Slashes: Hungarian Post Cards and Their Vicissitudes, 18691949,” The News of Hungarian Philately 40:4 (October-December, 2009), pp. 6-27; Figure 2 (bottom) and Figure 4.
35. The hammer-and-sickle within-a-star overprint on
the left stamp in Figure 44 closely resembles the overprint (black) used by Soviet Russia in 1922 to modify
Romanov/Imperial Russian stamps (shown here: Russia
ScCl 220, 221, SG 293, 294, on the reddish-brown and
blue [center] Russia ScCl 62, SG 79 [1905]). The similarity between the 1922 and the 1945 overprints provokes
the question: did the USSR postal administration keep the
overprinting apparatus in safe storage for over twenty
years, anticipating possible future use? Or was its postal
administration composed of compulsive hoarders?
36. On the left is a full-strike Pöstyén cancel (with a messy, smudged rövid o-diacritic) on a green 5fillér Turul, dated 914 JUN 1. MN spells the name with a rövid diacritic (two dots over the “o”); the
cancel on the stamp on the right (a green Hungary Sc 121, MP 227 [1916-1918]) spells it with a
hosszú (two slashes) diacritic. See my “Caps” essay for more about Hungarian vowels in philatelic
contexts.

37. Should we be surprised that there is any subversion of (or in) world-wide postal administrations,
or should we be surprised that there isn’t more subversion than there is? Maybe we do not know
about much of the subversion that has occurred. There are, however, several famous cases: the Bernard Revel $1 definitive (1986), United States Sc 2193, and a 1954 stamp engraved by Czesław
Słania, Poland Sc 654 (www.slaniastamps-heindorffhus.com/frame-AboutSlaniaJoking01.htm). I
once thought that the “Utánpótlásunk” stamp (Hungary Sc 899a, MP 1160a) was the result of subversion. The essay Csaba Kohalmi, “Stamps for Children’s Day, 1950,” News of Hungarian Philately
16:4 (July-August, 1985), pp. 3-7, set me straight. I’d now call it autosubversion: putting one’s foot
in one’s mouth.
38. In addition to the clues provided by otherwise chaotically unexceptional postal specimens of the
kind shown in Figure 45, other postal items can be seen as fitting into a systematic pattern. I suggested that the crossings-out on the post card of note 9 (Part I) was another manifestation of the nationalistic and ethnic tensions in Central Europe, the same tensions that were at work both in postal obliterations and in their absence. The card shown here was cancelled “Csíkszereda” (in Erdély) in 1906,
on a green 5-fillér Turul. Two horizontal lines, not one, were used to cross out each of the other lan-
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guage terms for “post card.” This overkill (imagine the effort required, over coffee) implies a motive
stronger than simply the highlighting of “Levelező-Lap.” Even today the population of the town, in
Romania (Miercurea-Ciuc), is 80% Hungarian. Note (best seen in the enlarged section of the card)
that the wrong diacritic sits atop the “o.” This card is another example of the phenomenon discussed
in my “Caps.”

As demonstrated by the various obliterations on Hitler heads, obliterations by postal workers
and/or post office customers have hardly been restricted to post-WW1 Hapsburgian Europe. If,
perched like a Turul, you keep your eyes open, you will find other postal examples of this human
urge to deface, deflate, and mock, on the one hand, and of the equally strong urge to embellish, magnify, and praise, on the other. Csaba Kohalmi came across a good example of (what we might call)
“philatelically-significant graffiti.” The stamps
on the front of his cover (one of which is on the
left side of the image) are Communist-era emissions whose design deliberately excluded the
crown of St. Stephen from the top of the shield to
yield the “Kossuth Címer.” (See Hungary Sc 836839 [1948], MP 1055-1059.) Whether the person
(the sender, a postal worker, the receiver) who effaced with deep blue ink the label on the back of
the envelope (on the right side of the image) did
so in ideological agreement with the HungarianCommunist postal service or to obtain an sneaky
touch of ironic pleasure — who can know?
39. In Part I, which included a section on Romania, I conflated a few locations as if they were all in
Transylvania. I apologize for writing imprecisely. My examples of Hungarian cancels that appear on
post-war Romanian covers and stamps were, however, from towns that were Trianonized and ended
up in Romania. Here is the correct geography of five important cities: Temesvár/Timoşoara
(Bánát/Banat); Arad/Arad (Kőrösvidék/Crişana); Nagyvárad/Oradea (Kőrösvidék/Crişana); Kolozsvár/Cluj-Napoca (Erdély/Transylvania); Brassó/Braşov (Erdély/Transylvania).
40. Judy Kennett’s sensible suggestion, transmitted to me by Csaba Kohalmi. It is in keeping with
Leslie Ettre’s idea (about Slovakia) that old Hungarian cancellers “were used – particularly in smaller
towns – well into 1920” (p. 5). Ettre’s “smaller town” hypothesis needs to be tested. Note: Ettre
thinks “well into 1920” is a late usage of Hungarian cancellers in Slovakia; I’d like to agree. Leslie
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Ettre, “Overprints of Czechoslovakia I. Part IV of the Series on Hungarica.” News of Hungarian
Philately 2:4 (April 1971), pp. 4-9, 11-12. I still deny that these are “Hungarica.”
41. Hungary, too: Dunapentele, then Sztálinváros (1951–1961), and finally (for now!) Dunaújváros.
Even though, as I show below, the Hungarian Communists pulled their own postal tricks, at least
Hungarian philately after WW2 was spared the postal indignity of an ideological overprint. (That had
happened earlier, though, in 1919.) Here King Michael and his crown are obliterated on an overprinted post-war stamp that had been issued and used during WW2. I have seen covers franked with both
the original stamp and the overprinted variety.

42. I invite members of SHP to contribute to an informal census by looking through their collections
for masculine and feminine obliterations of the crown of St. Stephen on Romanian, Slovakian, Fiumian, and Croatian stamps (especially close to 1921-1922). Please send data and/or images to
ags38@drexel.edu.
43. Here is a “Torda” cancel on a picture post card, dated 915 AUG 30 and franked with a green 5fillér Turul:

44. Although it is not genuinely ideologically incongruous, because it is not franked with a Romanian stamp (the stamp is a deep blue-green Hungary Sc 538, MP 632 [1939]), this post card, sent from
Kolozsvár to Budapest and which bears both an ordinary Hungarian cancel (40 X 13) and a special
1940 Visszatért cancel, exhibits an oddity that is difficult to categorize. The celebratory jubilance of
the addressed/franked/written-message side of the card should be seen in the context of the picture
side of the card. It is a photograph of the Piaţa Ştefan cel Mare with the National Theatre at the back
of the Piaţa (lower right). Handwritten across the original photograph from which this post card reproduction was made is not only the “returned” name of the city, “Kolozsvár,” but also the new, improved name of the square (a name that turned out to be as temporary as “Sztálinváros”): “Hítler
Tér,” all in upper case letters. During the Transylvanian Visszatért, “Cluj” was re-changed to “Kolozsvár” and a Hungarian-friendly, Romanian-unfriendly replacement name for one of the city’s most
important historical and cultural locations was installed. Perhaps this is a type of the obliteration of
history.
/see the illustrations on the next page/
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45. It seems that the Visszatért canceller used on this cover was seriously overinked; the special cancels look more like angry obliterations than proudly joyous symbols. I once took a philatelic cover to
a post office window for a favor cancel. The annoyed postal worker overinked the canceller and vigorously smacked my beautifully-prepared cover four times, after which it was uglier than this Visszatért cover. So let us imagine a curmudgeonly, minority Slovakian postal worker using, on this cover,
what little power he still had, attempting to challenge the politically-correct Visszatért mentality that
was all the rage in Kassa in late 1938.
46. The cover is sealed on the back side with a label (“Post Office/Košice 1”). The “1” appears also
in the Hungarian cancel on the front side. Leslie Ettre says that the Hungarian overprint was added
privately by a Kassa stamp dealer who mailed between 300 and 820 of these covers (exact quantity
not known) to Hungary, which went through the mailstream with no objections by postal workers
who applied the cancels in Kassa. (My cover was originally labeled “523” in ink, the same ink used
to address the envelope. This number was crossed out with pencil and replaced with “311” or “34.”)
Ettre suggests that the allowable use of Czechoslovakian stamps on mail to Hungary early in the
Visszatért period is an area that requires more study. See his “Overprints of Czechoslovakia I,” p. 12.
/to be continued/


SCHOOLING FOR STAMP EXPERTS
by Gábor Voloncs
/The following article was originally a presentation made by Mr. Voloncs to an audience in the Stamp Museum.
It was also published in the Szabolcsi Bélyegújság. Edited and translated by Csaba L. Kohalmi./
With the introduction of the postage stamp in 1840 counterfeiters also surfaced in the quest
for easy profits. By the time the first stamps were issued in the Austrian Empire in 1850, contemporary directives called official attention to stamp counterfeiters and the penalties for the crime.
Spain has the dubious honor of being
the first country to have its postage stamp counterfeited to defraud it post office. The black, 6
cuartos stamp depicting the portrait of Queen
Isabella became know as the ‘fake Isabella of
Alicante.’ This ‘stamp’ is much sought after.
The first Austrian stamps to be forged were the
1850 15 and 30 centisimi issues for LombardyVenetia.

Left: The world’s first stamp forgery. Right: A genuine Queen Isabella stamp
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Fakes made to defraud the post office attract forgers because of the easy and quick profit.
Even in Hungary, forgeries were made in 1926 and then, 70 years later, in 1996. The 50Ft Atlanta
Olympics stamp was forged and sold in large quantities in the resort areas around Lake Balaton.
Most users did not concern themselves with the bad perforations since the printing quality looked
good. A stamp collecting postal employee working in letter sorting discovered the fakes.
Similarly, fakes have been churned out to defraud stamp collectors. In the early days of philately, counterfeit stamps from exotic places were printed using crude plates. Even fake postmarks
were oftentimes applied. With advances in printing technology, the quality of the fakes improved and
necessitated greater knowledge on the part of collectors to differentiate the good from the bad.
In dealing with counterfeit stamps, it is more important to learn about the fakes made to fool
collectors since fakes to defraud a certain country’s post office involve only a few varieties and most
are detected quickly. Usually, the perpetrators of such fraud are swiftly brought to justice.
Counterfeits made to fool collectors present a more difficult situation. Identifying them is
hard. Their source of origin is almost impossible to ascertain. The forgers have little to fear about
reprisal while their profit incentive is great. The only recourse available to collectors is to familiarize
themselves with the forgers’ techniques.
For starters, there are four steps in this process:
 Collect, buy, and read all available philatelic literature,
 Acquire for yourself as much philatelic material for your collecting specialty as possible,
 Procure suitable equipment to support your investigations,
 Don’t be shy in asking for help from knowledgeable fellow collectors!
Philatelic literature helps to broaden our exposure to information beyond the basics. Reading
about research in new areas helps to shed light on how to approach our own sphere of collecting interests. Acquiring stamps as well as covers, for example, provides more material for examination to
put our rote learning into practice. In the equipment area, it is not sufficient to use a simple 3x-4x
magnifying glass. Have equipment that allows for 8x-10x magnification. A stereo microscope, UV
and polarized light sources are also beneficial. Calipers to measure paper thickness, an exact perforation gauge, and a light table are other essential tools.
Certain areas of postal history collecting require complex learning preparation. One such area is the study of pre-stamp letters. As we know, this area of Hungarian (and Austrian) philately has
been hit hard by forgeries in the past ten years. It is extremely beneficial to conduct discussions with
other collectors, to share information and ideas in order to promote the learning process.
Specifically, the methods used by forgers can be classed into five broad categories.
The first is making imperforate stamps out of perforated ones and vice versa, depending
on which type is more valuable. Poorly centered stamps lend themselves better to make imperforate
copies because one side will yield a wider margin to fool the buyer. Nice imperforate stamps can also
be created from oversized perforated ones. The 1850 so-called Tokay rouletted perforations provide a
classic example of faked perforations, especially if the stamps are already bear the cancels from
Homonna, Varannó or Tállya. Another dangerous forgery involves stamps removed from envelopes,
modified with fake rouletting and re-attached to the same letters.
In Hungarian philately, we encounter the faking of perforations mostly in the cases of the envelope-design and the Turul stamps. Oversized, colored-numeral envelope-design stamps with line
perforations are oftentimes used to make rare, combined perforations varieties. Comb-perforated
stamps altered to resemble 11 1/2 line perforations are fairly easily detected because they become
smaller than the basic stamps and the perforation holes are a lot neater than on the originals.
Copies of lithographed stamps have received ‘loving’ attention to improve on their condition.
Missing or short perforations were compensated for by attaching an entire strip of perforations from
the side of another, lower value stamp. Thins and even perforations frequently have been repaired by
using paper paste. To identify such restoration work requires meticulous examination. Nowadays,
we encounter stamps claiming to be imperforate on one side that were created by cutting off the perforations that were struck on the sheet margin due a jump of the perforating equipment.
In the case of modern stamps, perforation anomalies are known to have been created. Most
recently, the Coat-of-arms souvenir sheet (Scott no. 3254) surfaced in domestic auctions with shifted
perforations. Similarly, other extreme perforation varieties that defy normal production methods have
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also been ‘created.’ Scrutinizing the placement of the perforations and the size of the holes can reveal
the work of the forgers. Double perforations that bisect stamps horizontally or vertically have become commonplace in the philatelic marketplace. The reason for this is the availability of the Korrinphila brand (marketed in Germany) perforation repair kit that contains perforation templates and
pins. The manufacturer recommends the product to improve the aesthetic appearance of short perforations; but, since the templates allow for entire rows of perforations to be created, this has become a
favorite tool of forgers. /See the Editor’s Notes on page 29./ Collectors have become vulnerable to
fakes created by removing stamps from letters, adding a second perforation, and replacing the stamps
in their original position to pass off the end result as a scarce, postally used variety.
Another approach to creating fake, perforated stamps involves cutouts from stamped envelopes, postal cards, and wrappers from the 1871 issues. Since the imprinted indicia from the postal
stationery items are the same as the design and color of the lithographed stamps, the lure of extra
profits is a strong motivator for forgers. Of course, these facsimiles are fairly easy to detect since
they were printed using typography.
The second major category of forgeries involves ‘creating’ unused stamps from used
ones and vice versa. The task of making a used stamp into an unused one is fairly easy, especially if
the cancellation is not oily or dark black. For example, the 2K and 5K high value stamps from the
Turul-series as well as the 10P value of the Large Madonna were oftentimes used for fiscal purposes
(e.g., placing orders for travel passes on the Hungarian State Railways) and were invalidated using a
violet rubber stamp. The ink from such a cancellation can be removed easily using chemicals. Still,
the stamps lose some of their color and acquire matte appearance. This as well as the new gum
should provide clues about the attempted forgery. In the case of regummed stamps, the perforation
holes on the picture side of the stamp will show evidence of the new gum residue wicking over from
the back side. Also, the paper fibers at the ends of the perforations will show congealed droplets of
the gum. Such evidence can be seen under large magnification. Master forgers have devised ways to
prevent such evidence from appearing on expensive, classical stamps that have been regummed. By
placing the stamp on a bed of gelatin, the new gum does not migrate to the picture side nor do fibers
at the ends of perforation pick up the telltale droplets. The identification of such fakes presents a difficult task. In such instances, the authenticity of the gumming requires inspection. One needs to
know the thickness of the gum applied to the original stamps. There is, however, a fairly simple,
even if it isn’t 100% accurate, method of testing the authenticity of the gum. Place the stamp with the
picture side down on your hand. After a short time, the stamp will start to curl due to the natural
moisture of the hand. To accelerate the process, one may want to breathe lightly on the stamp.
Stamp will authentic gum will curl diagonally; regummed stamps will curl lengthwise or crosswise.
Another favorite machination of counterfeiters is to make ‘used’ stamps from unused ones if
it increases the value or if the unused stamps have major faults with the gum and by turning them into
‘used’ increases their salability. One approach is to use original, post-dated cancellers; another is to
apply a printed cancel from a plate created for such a purpose. An expert needs to familiarize himself
with the timeframe that the particular stamps were in use as well as with the cancelling dies and ink of
the period, be it the classical era, first or second inflation, post-world War I or II occupation era, etc.
The third category is the counterfeiting of varieties and error printings. The collecting
of plate varieties as a result of the stamp printing process has always been the favorite of collectors.
In more recent times, philatelists have advanced this to a collecting specialty thus spurring the attention of the fabricators in this direction. One such approach has been the creation of machine offset
images on recess printed stamps (bona fide machine offsets are caused by the pressure of printing
pushing ink pigment through the paper so a mirror image of design is visible on the back side). These
‘ironed-on’ images can be felt only by collectors with delicate fingertips. Most such fakes occur on
used stamps; seldom do forgers attempt to work with the gum side of unused stamps. Used copies
can be given a warm water bath. The artificially applied machine offset will generally dissolve easily. If it doesn’t disappear, then one has a genuine machine offset on his hands.
The manufacturing of errors has achieved a renaissance in our time. Gone are the days when
inverted Madonnas were ‘created’ by delaminating and cutting out the central image and re-gluing it
in an upside down position. Perhaps the skilled craftsmen who could perform this painstaking task
are gone. Today, it is a lot easier and more profitable to manipulate the colors of modern stamps.
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Missing gold color examples and faked double perforation copies are flooding the market. Many auction houses have not improved their credibility, either because of the lack of certified experts or because of a plain disregard of business ethics, by not screening out such garbage. By fooling the bidders, they disregard their reputation by auctioning off such material.
Today’s synthetic colors used on stamps printed in multicolor offset are easily removed or
manipulated. The most readily available source for this is sunlight. Masking is an easy way to make
certain parts of the design ‘disappear.’ The effect in removing colors with sunlight follows this sequence: first, the yellow color disappears, then the red. Green, which is a mixed color, turns to blue
with the disappearance of the yellow. The color blue resists removal by this method. On overexposed stamps, the paper of the stamps will look yellowish when compared to a normal copy. One example of a sunlight-induced color changeling is the 30+20f violet Horthy Memorial stamp from 1943.
Dark gray copies of this stamp are not printing proofs or color errors; they are sunlight-induced
changelings manufactured to fool naïve collectors.
The next group of changelings that deserve a mention were the results of chemically altered
colors. The 1890-91 3kr blue color stamp or the 10kr blue from plate no. II with missing areas are
not a printing aberration. The color change and the missing spots of color were introduced using
chemical intervention. Another example of such chemical alteration is the much discussed 800K
Harvesters stamp (orange-yellow) in color of the 600K (brown). The oxidation qualities of the orange-yellow color do not lend themselves to change into brown unless chemical processes have been
introduced. It’s worth mentioning that the brown variety had shown up mostly in used copies cancelled from multiple locations.
The removal of the gold from modern stamps with solvents can be detected easily using a UV
lamp. Printing ink can also be removed using mechanical methods. Let us not be surprised if we find
a 1,70Ft Buildings stamp with the denomination variety of 1,78Ft. It is advisable to examine such a
copy under high magnification. If paper threads are visible in the white area between the two halves
of the ‘8’ and if the same white area outline is not horizontal, then this variety was created by carefully scratching away the printing ink. Stamps printed on shiny paper will show similar tell-tale mark of
alteration intended to remove part of the design.
In the 1920s it became fashionable to create facsimile re-engraving varieties of the 1871 (engraved) stamp issues. Familiarity with the documentation of the original re-engraving varieties as
well as a high powered microscope will help to remove all doubts.
A new class could and should be devoted to the computer generated fakes using laser and ink
jet printing technology. In these cases, the initial impression will not generate doubt. However,
knowledge about the printers and the source of the originals that were copies will aid in identifying
such fakes. Dot-matrix printing, ink jet and laser printing technology differ greatly from the traditional products produced by printing presses.
The fourth category involves the counterfeiting of overprints. This is the most popular
method for faking Hungarian stamps and is widely practiced even today. The years 1919-21 and
1944-45 with the many local and occupation issues represent the richest periods of Hungarian philately. There are no stamps from these periods that have not been counterfeited. Recognizing these issues required exceptional expertise, experience, and knowledge. Without a deep understanding of
postal history, it is extremely difficult to detect faked examples of postally used material. Two more
recent additions to this period include faked 1956 Sopron overprints and the privately produced Manor Houses stamp (with the 1989 ‘Köztársaság’ overprint). The later has been imitated on supposedly
postally used, registered covers. Oftentimes, disreputable auction houses offer such counterfeit items
without an attest. Buyers are tempted to bid on these items listed as ‘without guarantee’ because the
starting prices are very low. Because they purchased such items from well-known auction houses,
buyers hold out the hope that, quite possibly, they are genuine. Some unscrupulous buyers will resell
such items which then repose in someone else’s collection for years until, perhaps, the collector’s estate gets liquidated.
The faking of postally used mailings is the fifth category of counterfeiting. This category
experienced resurgence because of the popularity of collecting postal mailings. Sadly, we Hungarians
can claim credit for the largest counterfeiting effort of such items in the 20th century. During the
1980s, Tamás Mógor, now deceased, of Pápa created a huge quantity (some say 3000-5000 pieces) of
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pre-stamp letters some of which were made by printing contemporary postal markings to non-postal
letters. These fakes were not marketed in Hungary. Back then, it was possible to get a lot more money for large quantities of such items in Western Europe and overseas. Prominent Hungarian-descent
collectors and collectors of Hungarian stamps made purchases. This event represents a tragedy that
will affect Hungarian philatelic life for years to come not to mention the divisive impact it had on our
collecting society. Because the leadership of the Hungarian Stamp Collectors National Federation
(MABÉOSz) participated in marketing the pre-stamp covers, many prominent collectors resigned
from the organization in protest.
Counterfeiting covers with scarce stamps began in the early 1900s. The best known fakes of
this type were letters bearing world famous roulette-perforated Tokay stamps. Genuine letters were
used to make the faked covers by removing the stamps, applying fake rouletting and then repositioning the stamp on the letters. These deceptive items can be identified after careful examination.
Today’s culprits are busy counterfeiting postally used covers from the hyperinflation period
bearing scarce-usage stamps. Covers franked with the Dove stamps are the most frequently faked.
Usually, the stamps on these covers are obliterated with cancellers that have been backdated and the
Holy Crown had been removed. Covers bearing stamps obliterated with a printed cancel are a little
harder to detect.
Yes, there are numerous other methods besides the categories listed here. The widespread
use of computer and printer technology created an unprecedented opportunity for amateur and professional forgers. Consequently, it is advisable to examine every stamp or cover before purchasing
them. In the case of expensive stamps, it’s still not a common practice in Hungary to seek advice
from stamp experts. Counterfeits, repaired or re-gummed stamps, faked covers effectively can bring
down the value of our collections not to mention money poorly spent. Finally, weeding out such
trash could spare the beneficiaries of our collections from future disappointment.
Now, an example of philatelic investigating follows. Examine the 1871 10kr stamp on piece
cancelled at Monor, 16/9 (Figure 1, below). The first task is to determine if it is a lithographed or engraved stamp. An experienced collector with a magnifying glass can make the determination based
on the flat printing characteristics of the lithographed stamps versus the raised lines present on an engraved copy. Yes, the printing on this stamp is flat. Next, one needs to know that stamped envelopes
were issued in 1871, initially printed with lithography; then an additional quantity was printed with
typography. From philatelic literature one also knows that cutouts from the envelopes were dutifully
perforated to pass off as lithographed stamps. Some of these ‘stamps’ were gummed to sell as unused
copies, some were cancelled. Large quantities of the 3kr and 10kr stamped envelopes were sold by
the post office as remainders, so they are plentiful in collectors’ hands.

Figure 1. 1871 issue 10kr stamp
on piece with Monor 16/9
cancellation.

Figure 2. Detail from a 10kr indicium from an envelope printed with
lithography.

Figure 3. Detail from a 10kr indicium from an envelope printed with
typography.

So, what kind of stamp is on the cutout in figure 1? The answer is little more difficult to arrive at since the differences in the two printing techniques are minor. Typography differs from lithography in the use of a printing die that leaves characteristic spikes in the outside corners of the design.
The spots along the outside border and especially under the coat-of-arms are the result in inadequate
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cleaning. The corner spikes do not exist on the lithographed version. On the typographed version,
the shading in the face of the king is not achieved by using lines in the design but by a myriad of
small dots The postal need for the 10kr stamped envelope was minimal. The 10kr rate could be used
for foreign letters or 2nd weight class domestic letters. These two categories were seldom encountered. Consequently, the remainders included a large number of lithographed envelopes. Because the
royal portrait on the stamp in Figure 1 is not shaded with dots, the ‘stamp’ could be not perforated
cutout from a typographed printing. Therefore, it was printed using lithography.
The next step is to examine the ‘stamp’ to find out what type of lithographed example it is.
After checking page 251 of Volume III of A magyar bélyegek monográfiája, it can be ascertained
that it is a Type II ‘stamp.’ But, this is not the end of the investigation. Page 58 of the Simády A
magyar dijjegyes postai nyomtatványok katalógusa 1867-1982 reveals that the lithographed version of the 10kr stamped envelope exists with Type II and Type IX indicia.
Next, the investigation continues by examining the paper, the color, and the perforations. Paper for the lithographed stamps was imported from Austria. Its surface was slightly rough, white in
appearance and 0.16-0.20mm thick. The paper used to print the stamped envelopes was 0.09-0.10mm
thick, not quite as white, with more dense fibers and a smoother finish. The differences in the two
papers are quite obvious under high magnification. The paper of the ’stamp’ on the cutout differs
from the paper used for the regular stamps and resembles the paper used to print the envelopes.
The color of the lithographed stamps is blue with shades ranging from dark blue to milky
blue. In all instances, however, the appearance is flat, matte. A very small quantity from the first
printing shows a bright blue color. The envelopes printed with lithography are always nice and sharp
blue in color similar to the first printing of the stamp. The ‘stamp’ under examination is clearly printed and bright blue in color, so the perforations need to be examined next.
The 1871 stamps were Harrow perforated 9 1/4 : 9 1/2. This means the stamp had 9 perforation
holes horizontally and 11 vertically. This is not a generalization, however, because the perforating
pins were not uniformly spaced nor were they aligned perfectly. Stamps of different dimensions were
produced. J. Palmans had reconstructed the full sheet based on perforations and this is welldocumented. The perforations were applied to the sheets by feeding the sheet either right side up or
upside down into the machine.
Figure 4. Fake (left) and genuine
(right) perforations.

The perforation holes on the ‘stamp’ in Figure 1 are completely different from genuine perforations. They were made using a tool that created holes quite unlike those made with machine pins.
Also, on the horizontal sides, there are 10 holes instead of 9, only the 11 vertical holes are in agreement. Based on these observations, the conclusion can be arrived at that the ‘stamp’ is a cutout from
the Type II lithographed envelope. Next, the cancellation needs to be examined.
The first impression is the grayish color of the cancellation, something that is not typical of
contemporary cancels. Also, the Monor cancel with the vine decoration along the bottom was introduced in 1853 during the Austrian post era and was seldom used in 1871. By that time, the use of the
Monor/Pest M. cancel produced for the Hungarian post was more common. Therefore, it was diffi-
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cult to find a similar cancel from the same era for comparison purposes. I must emphasize that for
proper analysis of genuineness, similar examples from the same time period are needed for comparison. The illustrations below show genuine Monor cancels on cutouts of an 1864 Austrian stamp and
an 1871 Engraved Hungarian stamp. These two illustrations establish the fact that the Monor canceller was in use during the seven-year time period. Literature does not show any variations of this canceller. Also observe that each impression had an oily characteristic even though the shade of the impression was different.

By placing the 1871-73 engraved cutout next to the lithographed ‘stamp under examination,
the differences in the color of the cancellation become evident. The color of the later is light gray and
is not in keeping with the dark black inking used in the early 1870s. The vine decorations also show
discrepancies. After careful measurements, the following table shows the deviation of measurements.

Genuine
22.0mm
2.75mm
2.2mm
slanted

Inner diameter of the cancel
Width of the letter M in Monor
Width of the letter N in Monor
Position of the letter R

Counterfeit
22.5mm
3.0mm
2.8mm
straight

In conclusion, the examination determined that the ‘stamp’ in consideration was made by perforating the indicium from a genuine Type II lithographed stamped envelope, pasting it on a contemporary piece of paper and applying a printed reproduction Monor cancellation. It is a fake item manufactured to defraud collectors.
Thus, school’s classwork is completed. In the future, however, everyone will be consigned to
doing his or her own investigation of his or her favorite philatelic material.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Csaba,
I just returned from working out of town. I have the March issue of The News to read now I am looking forward to it - and CONGRATULATIONS on 20 years of wonderful and irreplaceable
work and knowledge that your efforts produce, time after time. Truly remarkable. I salute you. All
the best to you and your family,
Paul Richter
To the Editor:
I read with interest Alan Soble’s series, Obliterations and Their Absence. On page 30 of Part
1, there is an illustration of a postcard on which all of the non-Hungarian words have been crossed
out. I recently came upon this somewhat similar postcard, which I would like to share. It also has its
non-Hungarian words crossed out, but some have also been covered up by a label with the word
Nyomtatvány (Printed matter) on it as well as the English “Printed Matter” typed above.

I found a few other aspects of this card appealing also. First and foremost, it has a philatelic
theme. Secondly, the stamps appear to have been placed on the front of the card rather than the back,
and are illustrated in the design of this card; there is a small notation in the space normally reserved
for the postage which I cannot read. /Túl oldalt = ‘on the back side’ marking to indicate the location
of the postage stamps. Ed./ Finally, the last name of the sender (Dr. G. Wagner) is the same as that
of the designer on the back of the card, although to my amateur eyes the first initial on the front is J,
not G. /I think that it’s just Dr. Wagner’s signature in the upper right corner. This type of postcard
was published in the early 1900s by Ottmar Zieher of Münnich, Germany. Normally, this is indicated
by an imprint along the right side of the card, although this particular card does not carry it. Ed./
My thanks to Alan Soble for his fine article which interested me so much that I purchased this
postcard at my local stamp show even though I normally collect stamps only. There is always something new to learn about and enjoy!
Anna Trishan
Help! Can anyone give me information on this stamp on the left? I
have looked under Czechoslovakia in the Scott catalog and have not been
able to find it. Also, it has a back stamp. Questionable? /Yes! Ed./
A friend of mine was in Prague (Czech Republic) over the Christmas
holidays. He happened to stop into a stamp and coin store where he found a
huge collection of Austrian and Hungarian stamps overprinted. There were
over a thousand stamps on pages in an old, homemade album. Some mint
and some used from Czechoslovakia, Fiume, Jugoslavia, Poland and Western
Ukraine. Also, there were over seven hundred Hungarian occupation stamps.
The dealer said that the collection was put together in the late 1940s and early 1950s. There are a few values with backstamps, but I’m sure over 90%
are probably fakes. The collection was sold ‘as is.’
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My friend also brought me back two sets of Hungarian overprints (locals) from the end of the
Second World War. They are from Slovenia. One set has a certificate of authenticity and is listed in
the Michel catalog as nos. 35-46 (backstamped Zrinjscak/BPP).
Now I’ve got an adrenalin rush and have become hooked on Hungarian occupation and overprint stamps. I really don’t care if they are fake or real. Somebody out there must have thought they
were important enough to make all those fakes. If any of our readers out there want to get rid of any
extras they have, be my guest. Thank you!
Don Perdang
P.O. Box 99111
Seattle, WA 98139-0111


HUNGARIAN POSTAL RATES FOR 2010
The rate increases for the year 2010 again represent small increases (HUF 5-10) for domestic
rates and rates to Europe and other destinations. For a few classes of mail, the rates were actually reduced slightly in order to simplify charges.
(US $1 = ~ HUF 220.-)
/Information in the table was compiled from the web page of the Hungarian Post/
New Hungarian Postal Rates
(simplified version)
Standard letter1 to 30gm
Standard letter1 to 20gm
Letter up to 20gm, non-standard
Letter up to 50gm
Letter up to 100gm
Letter up to 250gm
Letter up to 500gm
Letter up to 750gm
Letter up to 1000gm
Letter up to 1500gm
Letter up to 2000gm
Post Card
M Bag up to 5kg
M Bag over 5kg, per kg

E-mail notification

July - September 2010

Domestic
Non-priority
Priority
8.80.105.12.2.-110.150.140.185.175.240.315.380.515.640.655.840.90.55.-

1 April 2010
Europe
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.210.230.2.280.300.370.390.470.490.850.1.050.1.500.1.850.3.000.3.900.4.000.4.650.4.500.6.700.210.230.5.500.6.500.600.800.55.-

Other Destinations
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.240.260.2.310.330.2.370.440.460.3.780.520.540.110.1.000.1.170.1.700.2.000.3.300.3.900.4.500.5.300.5.000.6.700.240.260.7.000.8.000.1.000.1.200.55.-
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Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
Collect on Delivery
Registration
Certified/Tértivevény
Official Correspondence
“ delivered to addressee only
Deliver to addressee only
Declared value

990.- (standard)
1.500.- (non-standard)
270.215.135.290.355.200.335.- (up to 10.000Ft)

350.750.330.350.350.- for each 5.000Ft

350.750.330.350.350.- for each 5.000Ft

Footnote:
1
The “Standard Envelope” dimensions are 114 x 162 mm (minimum) and 110 x 220 mm (maximum).


MY FAVORITE COVER
by Zoltan Korossy
My area of philatelic interest has always been material relating to the Hungarian military
from 1900, the reclaimed territories on through the end of WWII, with a special focus on the Hungarian Csendőrs (gendarmerie). The Csendőrs were established on February 14, 1881 and served as the
effective rural police of Hungary until they were dissolved by the communists at the end of WWII.
My favorite cover is this postcard sent on October 20, 1939 by Dr. vitéz Damasy Farkas
csendőr colonel written at the Csendőr Training School on Böszörményi Street in Budapest, Hungary.
Col. Damasy was one of only a few csendőr officers promoted to the rank of general and served as
assistant commanding general of the csendőrs from August 1, 1941 to November 1, 1942.

Left: Portrait of Csendőr Colonel Damasy.
Above: Postcard sent by Colonel Damasy to Nagybecskerek.

This 6 fillér postcard bears additional 4 and 10 fillér stamps. It is addressed to the Reformed
Church in Nagybecskerek, now a part of Yugoslavia, requesting the birth certificate of Vecsey Zsigmond who was born on May 24, 1865.
This cover is of particular interest to me not only because it relates to the csendőrs but also
because my father, who attended the training school, was commissioned a second lieutenant in May
of the same year as was the postcard written. It is therefore reasonable to assume that Col. Damasy
and my father were acquainted with each other. This personalizes this postcard for me.
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THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Judy Kennett passed along information about a celebration of Hungarian culture that was
held in Cowra, New South Wales last March. Although the program was not of philatelic nature, I
found the writeup about the Hungarian language worth reproducing for our English-speaking readers.
A Unique, Complex And Sophisticated Language
Hungarians are rightly proud of their unique, complex, sophisticated, richly expressive
language, Hungarian (Magyar, pronounced "mahdyar"). It is a Uralic language most closely
related to Mansi and Khanty of Western Siberia. It is further subclassified into the FinnoUgric languages which include Finnish and Estonian; it is not at all related to any of its neighbors: the Slavic, Germanic, and Romance languages belonging to the Indo-European language
family. Although related to Finnish and Estonian. they are not mutually intelligible. Aside
from Finnish, it is considered the most difficult "European" language for English speakers to
learn with the vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation being radically different. So it is
not surprising that an English speaker visiting Hungary understands nothing from written or
spoken Hungarian. Hungary did adopt the Roman alphabet after becoming a Christian country in the middles ages, but most of the root words have nothing to do with Latin.
English-speakers tend to find most everything about the written language tough going, including a number of unusual sounds like ‘gy’ (often pronounced like the ‘d’ in ‘during’ or as
the ‘j’ in ‘injury’) and the ‘ű’ (vaguely like a long English ‘e’ as in ‘me’ with rounded lips), as
well as agglutinative grammar that leads to fearsome-looking words like ‘hozzáadottérték-adó’
(value-added tax) and ‘viszontlátásra’ (goodbye). Also the letters can very well be pronounced
differently than in English: the ‘s’ is always has an ‘sh’ sound, the ‘sz’ has the ‘s’ sound, and
the ‘c’ is pronounced like the English ‘ts’, to name a few. On the upside, it is written with the
familiar Roman alphabet (if adorned with lots of accents) and - unlike English, it has almost
total phonemic orthography.
This means that if you learn how to pronounce the 30 letters of the alphabet and with the
digraphs, you will be able to pronounce almost every Hungarian word properly. Just one difference in pronunciation, vowel length, or stress can lead to misinterpretation of total misunderstanding. The stress always falls on the first syllable of any word, so all the goodies on top
of the vowels are pronunciation cues, and not the indicators of stress, as in Spanish.
Bob Morgan sent an article from the April 2010 issue of
The American Stamp Dealer & Collector. The article, written
by Arthur H. Groten, M.D., dealt with the author’s favorite collecting topic, postal labels. Dr. Groten used an example of a
Swiss cover sent to Hungary as an illustration. The cover bore a
label Vámmentes=Duty Free that exemplified a scarce usage.
Bob also mentioned that Dr. Groten wrote about various Hungarian postal labels such as Filléres=’Penny (subsidized) mail’, Terjedelemes=Bulky, Sürgős csomag=Urgent package used on parcel post letters of transit as well as Meghalt=Deceased and Értéklevél=Letter of value used on regular mail in the bulletin of the Postal Label Study Group. Membership in the PLSG is $10/year and you can contact Dr. Groten at P.O. Box 30, Fishkill, NY 12524.
The elections held last May in Hungary gave an overwhelming majority to the FIDESZ party
and Viktor Orbán (shown on the next page) returned as prime minister after eight years of being in
opposition to the Socialist government headed original by Péter Medgyessy (2002-4), then Ferenc
Gyurcsányi (2004-9), and most recently, Gordon Bajnai (2009-10). One of the first pieces of legislation enacted by the new parliament was the passage of dual citizenship legislation for ethnic Hungarians living beyond the borders without requiring them to reside in Hungary. While this is an accepted,
common practice in the countries of the European Union, Slovakia’s government, headed by Robert
Fico’s Direction - Social Democracy Party in alliance with Jan Slota’s xenophobic, anti-Hungarian
Slovak Nationalist Party, protested vehemently. (Slovakia’s government immediately enacted legislation stripping its own citizens of their Slovak citizenship if apply under the Hungarian law. This
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comes on the heels of the Slovak language law passed last year that fines persons up to €5000 if they
do not use the Slovak language during business or official transactions. Both laws have been appealed to the European Court of Human Rights as a violation of the European Charter.) Subsequently, new elections were held in June, and Fico’s coalition could not muster a majority in parliament. A
new coalition government under Iveta Radicova was formed in July. The coalition includes the newly formed Híd (Bridge) party headed by Béla Bugár that polled 8% and seems to have attracted most
of the votes of Slovakia’s 10% Hungarian-ethnic minority. There is hope now that Slovak-Hungarian
relations will be on the mend, since the new government promised to re-address the dual-citizenship
legislation. Below, left: autographed photo of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán.
CORRECTION: On page 27 of the April-June
2010 newsletter, I misidentified the lady standing alongside King Francis Joseph in the 1911 wedding picture of
his grand-nephew Karl and Zita. The King’s wife, Elisabeth, was assassinated by an anarchist in Geneva in 1898,
so she cannot be in the picture. Most likely, the lady is
either Archduchess Gisela or Archduchess Marie-Valerie,
the two surviving daughters of the king.
Ebay seller hungaryjim (our
own auction chairperson Jim Gaul)
offered a used 1871 5kr lithographed stamp recently. According to the Handbook, the earliest
know usage of this stamp is on 6
May 1871. Jim’s stamp was cancelled Pest / Lipótváros on 12 May
1871. The winning bid was $47.
Nice!
Ebay seller jefco offered a missing color Large Madonna stamp with the following description: Very RARE
Hungary 381 No Ink in Center. This stamp is for a
Hungarian Specialist. The Center imprint had no ink
when printed. The 5000K cats at $8,000 I do not know
what this would cat but it should be in the thousands I am putting
this stamp up for a super low of $100. With FREE shipping any
place in the world the scans show the error and an original.
THIS STAMP IS NOT SUN FADED. After a series of email exchanges with the seller in which I disputed the ‘missing color,’ I
still wasn’t able to convince him that the color was simply faded.
By the way, the stamp did not receive any bids. Hardly a year has
gone by in the past 20 years of my editorship that someone had
not discovered a missing center color Madonna. One only needs
to look on page 232 of A magyar bélyegek kézikönyve to read
about the light-sensitive color ink used on the center portion of
some values of the 1921-1925 Large Madonnas. The book’s editors commented that no such true missing color error has ever
turned up in the past 60+ years. In the item description, the seller
was alluding to the catalog listing of the inverted center 5000K
Madonna, a stamp that is a true Hungarian philatelic rarity. In the case of the stamp illustrated on the
left, my suggestion to fellow members is to make your own variety, if you really want to, by leaving a
stamp in a sunny window for a while. Finally, I hope that all of us will learn a lot from reading Gábor
Voloncs’s article on how forgeries are made on the preceding pages of this issue.
On the same subject altered stamps, Gábor Voloncs discussed the ‘creation’ of doubleperforated stamps that has become the ‘rage’ in Hungary. Ebay seller vertesfila56 offered two such
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examples in a May 2010 sale. Given his (unfortunate) track record of selling the good along with a
plethora of bad fakes, I think that these two items, illustrated below, represent fake perforations created to defraud collectors.

Tempus fugit / time flies! Your editor would like to make his annual
acknowledgement of his darling grandchildren’s birthdays: twins Brianna
(right) and Abigail (left) turned 7 years
old on July 22nd; Lillian turned 4 on
May 22nd, and Zachary turned 2 on May
15th. Happy birthday from Grandpa the
Editor!


2010 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 26 March 2010
200th Anniversary of the Birth of Ferenc
Erkel
Face value: HUF 500. Souvenir sheet size: 90 x 65mm. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Ferenc Svindt. The stamp shows composer Erkel with the Budapest Opera House in the
background. Erkel composed the music for the Hungarian National Anthem.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 100,000 sheets.
83rd Stamp Day - Sopron, the most Faithful City
Face value: HUF 80, 105 (stamps); HUF 500 (souvenir sheet). Stamp size: 30 x 40mm, 40 x 30mm,
souvenir sheet: 90 x 62mm.
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. The designs show various monuments from the City of Sopron.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 400,000 sets and
80,000 souvenir sheets.
Issue date: 8 April 2010
500th Anniversary of the Birth of Gáspár Heltai
Face value: HUF 240. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Designer: György Kara. The design shows a sample from a book published by Heltai, a noted Hungarian Protestant translator, writer of prose, and publisher.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition
of 350,000 stamps.
700th Anniversary of the Use of Paper in Hungary
Face value: HUF 140. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Ervin Wiederkomm. The stamp reproduces the first know Hungarian paper artifact.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition
of 300,000 stamps.
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Above: Erkel Sheet.
Below: Sopron stamps.

Above: Sopron sheet.
Below: Heltai and Paperuse stamps.

Issue date: 30 April 2010
Shanghai World’s Fair - Gömböc
Face value: HUF 100. Stamp size: 45 x 35mm.
Designers: Richárd Márk Nagy, Gergely Hosszú, Attila Róbert Cosovan, and Tamás Rudolf Cosovan. Photographer: István Oravecz. The designs in the sheet of 30 stamps show the Gömböc in various movements. The Gömböc is an engineering device with one stable and one unstable point to
prove the mathematical thesis that no object can exist with fewer points of stability. No matter how
the device is positioned, it always returns its stable point.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 30 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in quantities required by postal demand. The stamps were also issued in booklet form perforated on one side. A total number of 15,000 booklets were produced.
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Issue date: 3 May 2010
150th Anniversary of the Publication of Imre Madách’s ‘Tragedy of Man’
Face value: 2 x HUF 105; 2 x HUF 105 + 50. Stamp size: 30 x 445mm, miniature sheet size: 150 x
65mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy. Photographers: Zsuzsa Berényi and József Hajdu. The stamps reproduce
scenes from Madách’s epic.
Technical details: Printed by State Printing Office in an edition of 80,000 sheets. The surtax was for
the benefit of youth programs.

Issue date: 7 May 2010
Soccer World Championships, Republic of South Africa
Face value: HUF 325. Stamp size: 34.2 x 34.2mm.
Designer: Attila Elekes. Stamp shows the emblem of the tournament.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the State Printing Office, LTD. in
sheets of 50 in an edition of 300,000 stamps.
Europa 2010 - Children’s Books /illustration on front cover/
Face value: HUF 600 (4 x HUF 150). Sheet size: 100 x 68mm, stamp size25 x 25mm.
Designer: György Kara. The stamps reproduce children’s book illustrations by Károly Reich.
Technical details: Printed by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 150,000 sheets.
2010 Year of Biodiversity - Hungarian Wildlife
Face value: HUF 80, 110, 215, 350; souvenir sheet: HUF 500. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm; souvenir
sheet size: 90 x 70mm.
Designer: Kálmán Székely. The stamps reproduce various flora and fauna native to Hungary.
Technical details: Printed by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 500,000 sets and 120,000
sheets.
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ARAD OCCUPATION FRANÇAISE COVERS
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Jan Jaap de Weerd sent along his collection of images of the covers bearing the French occupation overprinted stamps from Arad based on my request for information. The original sender
numbered his covers serially. The lowest number that we’ve encountered so far is 135; the highest,
529. The table below shows how many stamps were affixed to each cover (or set of covers).
cover # 135a/b
stamps
51

193
44

215
41

264
37

335
30

375
24

377
24

343
21

408
20

464b
11

529b
20

We can see the progression of diminishing number of stamps as the serial number of covers
increased. ALL of these were cancelled at the Arad 1 post office on 4 May 1919 with several different CDS judging by the control letters.

The highest numbered cover (529b) reviewed so far with 20 different stamps, including an inverted overprint
25f Károly/Köztársaság, cancelled Arad 1 ‘R’, 4 May 1919.

. Jan Jaap also sent along two images of covers that bore the Arad 1 ‘J’ CDS from 30 June 1919. A
set of two covers had 20 stamps; the third, a total of 34 stamps (5 of which were not cancelled). The
images that I received are fairly indistinct; but, I sense that there is something wrong with these covers, especially with the cancellation. I suspect that these three covers are bogus.
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Cover with 34 stamps cancelled with the Arad 1 ‘J’ cancellation from 30
June 1919. The inset shows an enlarged view of the cancellation.

I welcome our members’ comments about these covers!


FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders. Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

Recent Hungarica issue from Romania
Capitals along the Danube: Budapest

Romanian stamp picturing the Hungarian Parliament Building
and the coat-of-arms of the Magyar Köztársaság
/It is interesting to note that the dark line on the right bank of the Danube representing
the border with Slovakia is wrong. The international border is actually in the main
navigable channel of the Danube that is more or less in the middle of the river. Still, the
relations between the two old adversaries (Hungary and Romania) are on the mend as
demonstrated by this bold depiction of the Hungarian State symbols, including the Holy
Crown of St. Stephen on a Romanian stamp!/

